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What is the organization's mission?
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Organization's Current Mission Statement
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Mission Statement

Incorrectly stated mission statement
87.7%

Correctly stated mission statement
12.3%
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10 respondents stated the Head Start Mission statement as the mission for CFS

13 respondents stated "Empowering People to Improve" as the mission for CFS

mission statement responses

Other unique mission statements included:

To assist the community to help alleviate the effects of poverty

Provide the community with services needed to improve their lives

To help people in our comunity

Helping Others The mission statement has not been presented in recent months.

Helping low income unprivleged people

Reduce causes of poverty.

to mitigate poverty and assist our service areas in any capacity possible (especially with the programs we provide and the resources available

to us)

Helping household with heat and electric cost throughout the winter.

To assist people in reducing or removing the causes of poverty.

helping to the support the needs of the community especially for low income families

To help others in the community

To serve each and everyone that comes for service. fairly and with no prejudiced

To assist persons in poverty with immediate needs as well as education to build long term stability.
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Share at least three goals of the organization.
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Achieve Head Start program related goals

 Help as many people as possible

To help those in need, to give back to the community, and to inspire others.

Help children, help parents and help the community

Financial growth and fiscal responsibility

 Don't know the goals of CFS/Unsure

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Top Responses
(stated frequently by more than one respondent)
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to grow/improve/make more efficient & effective- our current programs, to locate/evaluate and implement new programs that can provide

resources to our clients

Provide food for needy families

Help women, infants, and children stay healthy by providing nutrition education

Help families feel empowered and to help break the cycle of poverty

1. Pic error rate below 1.46% for 2021

Provide excellent service to the families and landlords participating in the Housing Choice Voucher Program

To ask yourself what can I do to make someone else's life better today

To be a help and presence in the community.

Look for new ways to help people

create a team of CFS staff and area organizations that can work together to serve families in the community and provide for their needs

Having the recourses to help anyone in need

Growth of our current programs, as well as adding additional programs

Positive community engagement with all of the counties we are involved in, as well as potential communities.

Help the community, empower,thrive.

provide food, energy assistance, and/or any of our other programs/services to anyone in need

empower our service areas to improve so they only use our services when needed

Helping by giving aid when and where needed whether by food, heat/cooling, or support

Providing a service to the community by teaching and supporting individuals that have no support or mentor

Remaining Responses
(stated by no more than one respondent)
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Safe and nice building locations for all staff sites

Financial stability

More communication agency-wide

Build better relationship with our families

Better communication skills with staff and administration when comes to changes in policies.

More positive presence in the community

Give our clients tools to help them succeed in the future

Partner with members of the communities who also have these same goals to see what we can do as a whole.

Combat the challenges that COVID-19 has brought.

Have a consistent set of policies that are followed by all programs

Have staff feel supported with any issues/concerns they may have without the worry of any repercussions of reaching out for advice/help

Communication

Service to the community; helping families/ individuals to help themselves by learning

Being a support to individuals/ families that are trying to get back on their feet when having economic difficulties

support quality programs

healthy growth within the organization

Helping families stay healthy Helping families financially and to become financially independent, Helping children in abusing or neglect home

Remaining Responses
(stated by no more than one respondent)
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Better support from supervisors

Treating ALL staff the same

More communication

To see our families succeed in getting out of poverty. To see our families succeed in getting the help they need to live their daily life in a safe manor

that gives them the support they need to stay health. 

Educate the families they serve so they are able to succeed and rise above or navigate through their circumstances.

To be a beacon of hope to the hopeless- To reach out to all in need and fill their needs to the best of our ability To make everyone know just how

special they really are.

Help clients better their situation. Be around in the future to continue helping people. Improve the health and nutrition of women, infants, and

children. Work with other agencies in the community to help clients.

helping families getting paperwork done teaching children

Remaining Responses
(stated by no more than one respondent)
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Strengths
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Top Responses
(stated frequently by more than one respondent)

Head Start program

Caring, compassionate team members

Client services - clients are treated respectfully with kindness and compassion, willing

to help/fight for all clients, personal relationships w/clients, consistently go the extra

mile

Helping individual and families in crisis

Strong and effective programs (Head Start, WIC, Energy Assistance, Food Pantry)

Individual programs have strengths but hard to define CFS strengths as a whole

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Continue to get the word out to our community and also ask for community help and connection

Great to see other organizations working together ex. WIC, Hope Clinic, and DSC all working together for a family

Strong communication between different WIC branches

Provide multiple programs for every stage of life

Having a Director interested in the employees’ opinions of the program’s strengths and weaknesses.

Strong employee leadership

Communication, uplifting, assertive

Several individual and corporate donors that are involved with the success of the food pantries

Program directors are always willing to learn more about their programs so they stay up-to-par with regulations and requirements

Pay well

Free organization for families in need

Forever expanding and developing better ideals.

Company does allow staff to interact with clients in a positive setting

Staff are allotted benefits and breaks including pto and insurance

Remaining Responses
(stated by no more than one respondent)
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Company is working to improve technology and advance cyber security to protect confidential information

Re-building our internal controls and processes

Medical, dental and vision help for children teaching children things they will need when entering school

Located in a public school setting

Educate families when possible with new information they may not be aware of to help themselves

Covers 6 rural counties

Employees are met with opportunities for education and supported through this; personal and professional development

Truly are there to serve, reach out to community and work with them to make a difference

Offers the ability to promote positions in the program

Supportive Board

Building on community image

Knowledge of the weatherization field

Strong leaders in the right places

Remaining Responses
(stated by no more than one respondent)
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Weaknesses 
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Top Responses
(stated frequently by more than one respondent)

Communication

High staff turnover

Strained relationships between management and non-management staff and lack of

accountability

Need for clear internal policies and procedures

Lack of sufficient funding

Adapting to change

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.



Lack of communication from upper levels down through support positions

No one able to call main office and get an answer

Director and staff do not communicate with the individual programs as to what the status of the agency truly is

Communication within the programs

Lack of communication between leadership/employee (it is getting better)

Lack communication between program directors and managers when it comes to optimizing the services available for one

client (left hand doesn't really talk to right hand)

Communication from administration

Would be nice to have receptionist in each office as possible; this may improve communication between the public and our

services

Poor/lack of communication - agency wide

Communication between staff on what is going on

Communicating with families when school is closed, learning genie is not the most accessible to some of our families and

that causes them to become behind

Lack of communication between all departments and an understanding of what they all do and how they intertwine

Keeping us informed on what's going on

Receiving phone calls from people unable to reach CFS

Respondent Feedback

Spark Consulting Group

Communications



Frequent turnover of key positions takes away from structure and levels of trust

Listen to staff on what their concerns are

Treatment of staff, hours and pay are not fair

Need to teach staff more successfully then they do know

Clear policies and procedures that work well for all programs (examples being dress codes, tobacco policies,

breastfeeding policy)

A strong HR department

On-boarding with scaffolding (multiple interviews and extensive training or professional development) is weak and the

conflict resolution programs are non existent

Valuing/Appreciating staff skills perceptions and opinions

Way to much Paper work in a 40 hour week

Wanting so much done(paperwork, education, case notes, etc.) when the pay is very minimal

Staff do not have enough resources

Staff have felt hopeless in finding solutions to their struggles within the agency due to a lack of HR involvement

Poor morale

Health insurance is very expensive for very little coverage

Being Bullied

Spark Consulting Group

Respondent Feedback
High staff turnover



The Head Start management staff is a huge weakness to the Head Start program. It is obvious in the interactions between

management staff members, teachers, and family support.

Seems like no one really knows how to do somethings Passes the "buck" to the next person

Terrible management skills

Management seems to lack greatly

Expectations are given to the lower staff, but management are not held to these same or equal expectations

Rules not being followed by all

Lack of organization in the main office at times (admin and financial) Lack of understanding of why we need things, when

we need them, supplies and finances

Staff not getting the help they need favoritism

Unclear directions as to who is taking care of what like the phone system, assisting clients who are walking in for

information, internet/computer issues, etc. Whose responsibility is it if the issue covers more than one program?

Dealing with staff issues instead of sweeping them under the rug, people not being held accountable

Spark Consulting Group

Respondent Feedback

Strained relationships between management and 

non-management staff and lack of accountability
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Financial means to provide higher/competitive wages for the smaller programs

Being able to continue to get the word out

Facilities could use improvement

Lack of public awareness of service

Paying bills on time

Lack of community involvement

Lack of support for behaviors

Lack of employment in certain programs

Some of our employees don't really understand what it means to work in community action; they are here

Lack of transportation

Income restrictions turn away children

Focus is misplaced

       for the check, not the satisfaction of helping our communities thrive

Remaining Responses
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Fast to help the people on the outside of CFS and not the people on the inside

Redundant paperwork

Too many unimportant rules

Too many different system to keep track of the same information

Preparedness

Need more workers that love to give back

Bigger area Forklift to do the work that needs done

Following through with what has been said, "I will look into that and then nothing is ever followed up with

Extreme behaviors in children and need for more intervention strategies

Facilities are temporary and some are in poor repair

IT support

Lack of volunteers

Not as many donation opportunities as bigger areas

Website information is not correct, management information on emails profile is not correct

Remaining Responses
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Opportunities
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Top Responses
(stated frequently by more than one respondent)

Expand community's access to safe, affordable child care

Increased media coverage and community's awareness of CFS

Higher visibility and stronger presence online and on social media

Treat employees equally and hold all to same standards of accountability

Expand food banks,EAP, Rapid Rehousing

Responding to long-term needs arising from COVID-19 impact on the community

Expand programming available to families whom do not meet income qualifications

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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Placing ads/press release when an assistance "season" starts or becomes available - so everyone can

receive the same message

 Being prepared for assistance seasons to start....staffing, funding, supplies should have been planned for

in advance

Get more items in our thrift store

Get the employees excited about what they are doing as a job and that there is alot of self worth in helping

others the morale is very low; even before COVID

Reduce turnover in Head Start

Fundraising

Gathering community input

Put a better list on the phones to be able to choose who you need to talk too

Transportation is a huge barrier to many of our families

More community engagement, attending city meetings etc.

Technology improvement

Remaining Responses
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Program leaders should seek our and take advantage of any training based around their program

We haven't had any clients come in that have had their income directly affected by COVID19, so we have

funds available to assist them

Uptick in energy assistance, so we will need ads/signage at each of our locations giving correct operating

hours and such

Go back to where the kids are more hands on do what they want away from same thing curriculum every

year for our 2 or 3 year students

Help teaching staff in finding more things around the community the families can be involved in

Go back to have field trip teachings

Grants for community gardens through CACFP and other nutritional programs

Partnering and relationship building with community partners

Referrals from other programs in the agency. If all programs were to inform one another about ALL services

offered and qualifications - clients would have the potential to be properly and thoroughly served by CFS

rather than just one of our programs

Remaining Responses
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Program leaders should seek our and take advantage of any training based around their program

Help get small businesses started

Get involved with other low-income businesses; volunteer and collaborate with them, share unwanted food

with families in need of food

Providing CPR/First Aid classes for everyone employed

Finding a better communication system for staff to contact families on days off

Finding substitute teachers

Guest speakers

More options for help

Don't tie your workers hand

Management working with staff not against

Listening to customers

Check all of the counties you serve, to see what services you provide to see if they are equally served

Remaining Responses
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Help families eat healthy

Get kids ready for kindergarten

Get kids to dentist

Few Competitors

Finding better contractors

Using our resources better

Lettering up the vehicles so everybody knows who we are and what we do

The homeless are underserved in our area

Remaining Responses
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Threats
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Top Responses
(stated frequently by more than one respondent)

Greater competition among pre-school providers (integration of On My Way pre-k into school

system and numerous preschools in area)

COVID-19

GRIC

Financial instability 

Negative community perception of CFS

Staffing issues, turnover, communication challenges

Changing customer behaviors - difficult and negative attitudes, lack of follow through, entitlement

Politics

Delinquent or outstanding bills, paying vendors and employees on-time

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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Misinformation given to the public by different people

Rules of the programs from funding partners

Changing regulatory requirements  without any increase in funding

Poor IT support

Losing families due to issues in the classroom with staff

Having no receptionist or anyone to answer the phone for a program

Unclear process to apply to programs such as EAP

CFS does not have a good reputation in several of our counties and the way EAP was handled this year did not help

Changing employees attitudes toward the agency

Having more opportunities for all counties

Disgruntled staff leaving due to lack of supervisor assistance

Customer service skills - when people are negative, this makes the families we serve feel less then they are

Not getting the word out that is available to low income families

Not having enough staff to keep classes running

Not having enough students to keep classes running

Staff who are not willing to work as a team

Not enough out-reach with outside community businesses

Remaining Responses
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Misinformation given to the public by different people

Too many unimportant rules getting in the way of doing the actual work

State audits

Negative attitudes toward agency

State or national funding cuts to current programs

Lack of knowledge on how to professionally manage a team/employees

Better pay and better management teams elsewhere

People think we are a daycare instead of a preschool

The reputation of certain programs due to staff conduct and lack of ability to take down information and provide direction

resources for other programs

Lack of cyber security or IT security

Negative publicity is an issue in some areas

Employees with a negative approach

Lack of respect for our organization and what we stand for

Income bracket needs to be adjusted

Remaining Responses


